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Kurt Vonnegut's absurdist classic Slaughterhouse-Five introduces us to Billy Pilgrim, a man who becomes
unstuck in time after he is abducted by aliens from the planet Tralfamadore. In a plot-scrambling display of
virtuosity, we follow Pilgrim simultaneously through all phases of his life, concentrating on his (and
Vonnegut's) shattering experience as an American prisoner of war who witnesses the firebombing of
Dresden. Don't let the ease of reading fool you - Vonnegut's isn't a conventional, or simple, novel. He writes,
"There are almost no characters in this story, and almost no dramatic confrontations, because most of the
people in it are so sick, and so much the listless playthings of enormous forces. One of the main effects of
war, after all, is that people are discouraged from being characters." Slaughterhouse-Five is not only
Vonnegut's most powerful book, it is also as important as any written since 1945. Like Catch- 22, it fashions
the author's experiences in the Second World War into an eloquent and deeply funny plea against butchery in
the service of authority. Slaughterhouse-Five boasts the same imagination, humanity, and gleeful
appreciation of the absurd found in Vonnegut's other works, but the book's basis in rock-hard, tragic fact
gives it a unique poignancy - and humor.
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From reader reviews:

Kevin Primeaux:

Book will be written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can understand everything you want by a
book. Book has a different type. To be sure that book is important factor to bring us around the world. Close
to that you can your reading proficiency was fluently. A reserve Slaughterhouse-Five will make you to be
smarter. You can feel considerably more confidence if you can know about every thing. But some of you
think this open or reading any book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why they can be thought like
that? Have you seeking best book or ideal book with you?

Marjorie Cook:

The book Slaughterhouse-Five can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So
why must we leave the good thing like a book Slaughterhouse-Five? Several of you have a different opinion
about e-book. But one aim which book can give many data for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right now, try
to closer using your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you can give for each other; you may
share all of these. Book Slaughterhouse-Five has simple shape but the truth is know: it has great and big
function for you. You can search the enormous world by open up and read a publication. So it is very
wonderful.

Justin Tran:

The guide with title Slaughterhouse-Five includes a lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a lot
of advantage after read this book. This particular book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this
book represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to find out how the improvement
of the world. This kind of book will bring you in new era of the syndication. You can read the e-book in your
smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.

Patricia Briggs:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book was rare? Why so
many query for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some people
likes looking at, not only science book but also novel and Slaughterhouse-Five or perhaps others sources
were given understanding for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel would like to read
more and more. Science book was created for teacher or even students especially. Those books are helping
them to add their knowledge. In different case, beside science guide, any other book likes Slaughterhouse-
Five to make your spare time considerably more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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